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Abstract: We designed and examined a knowledge-building environment in which
representations of a learning analytics tool called Idea-Friend Maps (IFM) and opportunistic
collaboration were used to scaffold progressive knowledge building in authentic scientific
practices. Fifty-two Grade-Five students in a large class in China participated and worked on
Human Input and Output, mediated by the online platform Knowledge Forum. Student groups
were provided with analytics information generated from Knowledge Forum discourse as IFM
to support cross-group fertilization and progressive knowledge building. Quantitative results
using social network analysis of word networks show collective knowledge advancement and
changing trajectories over time. Qualitative analysis using a framework demonstrates how
students pursued related ideas from other research groups, identified the current state and future
direction of community knowledge, and created new knowledge by crossing boundaries with
IFM and opportunistic collaboration. This study sheds light on the role of learning analytics and
opportunistic groups to scaffold young children to engage in authentic scientific practices like
scientists.

Introduction
How to equip learners with capacities for knowledge creation and innovation has become a great challenge facing
education (OECD, 2019). Knowledge Building is a major model in this field, which aims to facilitate the
transformation of education by introducing the concept of knowledge-creating communities (Scardamalia &
Bereiter, 2014). In such a creative community, the teacher plays a facilitator’s role, while the students’ collective
epistemic agency is stimulated to advance collective knowledge. Therefore, an online platform Knowledge
Forum® was developed to allow students to post problems, co-construct explanations, and conduct sustained
inquiries for collective knowledge advancement. Notably, knowledge building is premised on the notion of
scientific communities (Bereiter et al., 1997). Engaging students in the kind of knowledge building just like
scientists who progressively extend existing knowledge rather than seeking a static source of “truth” (Bereiter et
al., 1997) is of much importance, as highlighted by recent reforms in science education (NGSS Lead States, 2013).
Though this approach has attracted great interest, progressive knowledge building in scientific practice is often
limited in pre-designed activities and tasks (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002).
Concerning scientific practice, Nielsen (2013) points out the role of science as a form of communicative
action (scientific communication) in promoting progressive knowledge building. He further classified lab (group)
communication and peer review as essential elements of scientific communication. However, how different
scientist groups engage in cross-group scientific communication for progressive knowledge building in authentic
scientific practices is worth further inquiry. Moreover, while flexible engagement and emergent inquiries in
knowledge building are encouraged, students may feel it challenging to understand the changing status and the
cutting edge of collective knowledge, similar to scientists’ need to identify promising research directions. These
issues bring out the questions of how to identify the promising and emergent ideas in the socio-cognitive
knowledge-building environment for collective knowledge advancement. Thus, two design considerations were
inspired: (1) how to design social configurations to help students engage in scientific communication like
researchers; (2) how to visualize changing ideas by learning analytics so that students could identify and pursue
collective ideas like researchers.
Zhang et al. (2009) examined various social configurations, including fixed groups (students working in
fixed groups), interactive groups (working in fixed groups and also carrying out cross-group activities), and
opportunistic groups (working temporarily in groups formulated by interests). Results indicate that opportunistic
groups yielded the most creative learning outcomes. Thus, opportunistic collaboration formulated through
establishing and disbanding new groups based on emergent goals is considered a promising solution to scientific
communication and collective knowledge advancement.
Knowledge Building Discourse Explorer (KBDeX) (Oshima et al., 2012), a learning analytics tool, was
adapted in this study, drawing upon the research on agency-driven and choice-based learning analytics in
knowledge building (Zhang & Chen, 2016). It has been used in extensive research to visualize the process of
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knowledge-creating discourse. Specifically, this tool can visualize the changing social networks of students, words,
and discourse, as well as their centrality metrics. To visualize the similarities and differences in ideas between
students, Ma et al. (2017) adopted the betweenness centrality of the student network, coupled with the existence
and mechanism regarding the connection of different ideas by rotating leaders (students with high values of
betweenness centrality). To visualize collective ideas, Teo et al. (2018) used KBDeX to help teachers understand
students’ collective discourse and reflect on how to further the cutting edge of collective knowledge. To visualize
idea boundaries, Yuan et al. (2019) used the betweenness centrality of word network to identify the new ideas
developed through crossing community boundaries. Most of the current knowledge-building studies focus on the
use of KBDeX by researchers, with increasing attention paid to that by students (Wise, 2020).
Accordingly, a knowledge-building environment was created using the representations of KBDeX called
Idea-Friend Maps (IFM) and opportunistic collaboration to support progressive knowledge building. This paper
focuses on examining a three-pronged knowledge-building framework for scientific practice, which includes: (1)
how students work like researchers to pursue different but related ideas, (2) how students identify the current state
and future direction of the community, and (3) how students create new knowledge by crossing knowledge
boundaries. Specifically, the role of IFM and opportunistic collaboration in fostering progressive knowledge
building when students were working on Knowledge Forum was examined. The research questions are: (1) Did
student groups advance collective knowledge over time, and what were the different trajectories among groups?
(2) What were the key areas of collective inquiry, and how did the class community make collective knowledge
advancement? (3) In what ways did students engage in progressive knowledge building, supported by IFM and
opportunistic collaboration?

Methods
Participants
Fifty-two Grade-Five students from a primary school in Nanjing, Mainland China, participated in the research
project and worked in 12 groups, each with 4-5 students; they had previous experience working on Knowledge
Forum from Grade Four. The first author served as their science teacher throughout the study period.

Design of knowledge building and the Idea-Friend Maps environment
The 12 groups of students worked on Knowledge Forum (KF) for 9 weeks, exploring Human Input and Output
and conducting different experiments as what scientists do in their research process. They were enriched with KF
activities such as posting questions, generating theories, co-constructing explanations, revising theories, and
collaborating with other groups. We designed the Idea-Friend Maps tool to provide students with analytics
information from KF discourse. KBDeX is a social network analysis tool from which the word networks were
extracted and provided as diagrams for students. The circles are all the keywords in KF writings: the red and
yellow circles denote keywords having or having not been discussed. Students were also provided with prompt
sheets with scaffolds (e.g., What are your group’s idea friends? What topics do they come from? What questions
you want to research now?) to support cross-group fertilization.
We designed three levels of IFM (i.e., the group, community, and knowledge building) and combined
them with different social configurations in three phases (Figure 1). IFM diagrams (KBDeX word network of
their KF writings) were provided to help students work on (a) problems across groups (group), (b) problems for
the class (community), and (c) a rise-above Progressive Knowledge Building view on emerging new problems in
different phases. Initially, they worked as interactive groups to explore different but related ideas, and then as
opportunistic groups to conceptualize the current state and future direction of community knowledge, as well as
to identify new gaps by crossing boundaries. Table 1 depicts the three-levels of IFM, including challenges, types,
key features, as well as examples of how to use them.

Figure 1. The combination of IFM and social configuration design
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Table 1. The framework of the three-level Idea-Friend Maps
Challenge
Type
Key feature
How to work like researchers as Group-level Distinguishing ideas from other
a community to pursue different
groups
but related ideas?
How to identify the current state Community- Highlighting key problems in
and future direction of
level
the community knowledge
community knowledge?

How to sustain progressive
Knowledge Highlighting key problems in
knowledge building by crossing buildingeach research area to clarify
knowledge boundaries?
knowledge boundaries
level

Example
Students work in interactive groups to
identify group problems first and then bring
new concepts and promising ideas from
related groups.
Students work in opportunistic groups to
conduct meta-discourse to criticize and
synthesize different theories, identify
connections between problems, and create
new promising ideas.
Students work in opportunistic groups to
identify new gaps and propose higher-level
ideas by crossing knowledge boundaries.

In Phase 1, using the group-level IFM, students conducted cross-group interactions to explore 8 research
fields (views), including Food Input, Excreta Output, Gas Input, Gas Output, Digestive System, Respiratory
System, Cardiovascular System and Others (Figure 2(a)). In Phase 2, they used the community-level IFM to
research the community’s key problems and worked in opportunistic groups on the Community Building view
(Figure 2(b)). In the last phase, using the knowledge building-level IFM, they conducted sustained inquiries on
the Progressive Knowledge Building view (Figure 2(c)). After identifying new gaps, putting forward theories, and
finding evidence, they researched conclusions and pointed out future directions.

Figure 2. Research field views (a); Community Building view (b); Progressive Knowledge Building view (c)

Data sources and analyses
Data sources include KF writings, videos of classroom discourse, and knowledge artifacts. Pre- and post-tests of
scientific understanding changes and the role of IFM have been reported previously (Feng et al., 2020). This paper
focuses on knowledge-building dynamics supported by IFM and assesses collective knowledge advancement
using Total Degree Centrality (TDC). Based on knowledge-building research on KBDeX (Oshima et al., 2012),
a higher TDC means a denser social network of domain keywords and discourse, denoting more collective
knowledge advancement (Oshima et al., 2017). Using the KBDeX networks, we can track how different groups
evolved in their collective KF work across phases and studies. Additionally, qualitative analyses were conducted
to investigate the key areas of collective inquiry, the developmental trajectory of collective inquiry and collective
knowledge advancement, and in what ways students worked like scientists to engage in progressive knowledge
building.

Results
RQ1: Did student groups advance collective knowledge over time, and what were the
different trajectories among groups?
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The changing word networks of different contributing groups exported from KBDeX are depicted in Figure 3,
where red and yellow circles represent the keywords having or having not been discussed. Overall, there is an
upward trend in TDC and network density across 3 phases (42.76 in Phase 1, 61.84 in Phase 2, and 67.81 in Phase
3). As a higher TDC score means more collective knowledge advancement (Oshima et al., 2017), this finding
suggests group advancements in the collective knowledge of Human Input and Output over time.
We also identified three contributing groups (i.e., high, medium, and low) and tracked their trajectories
in relation to different levels of IFM and social configurations. High/medium/low contribution group refers to the
extent to which their KF notes added value to the TDC of the whole class. With the intervention of the grouplevel IFM and interactive groups in Phase 1, the high-contribution group presented a centralized network of red
circles, demonstrating the ability to connect different subtopics. In contrast, the medium and low-contribution
groups showed different locations of red circles, indicating the ability to conduct interactive activities to explore
ideas from different subtopics but with limited connections of those subtopics. Moreover, the high-contribution
group’s contribution to collective knowledge advancement was two times more than that of the medium and lowcontribution ones. In Phase 2, with the intervention of the community-level IFM and opportunistic groups, both
medium and low-contribution groups doubled their contribution to collective knowledge advancement compared
with Phase 1. Furthermore, the medium-contribution group showed a much more centralized network of red
circles, comparable to that of the high-contribution group. In Phase 3, with the intervention of the knowledge
building-level IFM and opportunistic groups, both the medium and low-contribution groups showed comparable
group contribution and centralization of red circles to the high-contribution group. These results suggest the role
of different levels of IFM and social configurations in scaffolding different contributing groups for collective
knowledge advancement.

Figure 3. Changing networks and group contributions to collective knowledge advancement over phases

RQ2. What were the key areas of collective inquiry, and how did the class community
make collective knowledge advancement?
Key areas of collective inquiry of class community
Figure 4 shows the socio-cognitive community dynamics of how student groups engaged in progressive
knowledge building towards collective knowledge advancement under three levels of IFM and social
configurations, akin to how scientist groups work, focusing on different topics but also culminating in different
foci. Overall, the Human Input and Output developed from 8 fields in Phase 1, including Food Input, Excreta
Output, Gas Input, Gas Output, Digestive System, Respiratory System, Cardiovascular System, and Others. Later,
these fields were synthesized into 4 in Phase 2, including Food Input and Digestive System, Gas Input/ Output
and Respiratory System, Cardiovascular System, and Excreta Output. Each covered several problems. For
instance, in the research field of Food Input and Digestive System, problems of “What is the small intestine’s role
(Problem #1)?” “How do people absorb nutrients (Problem #2)?” and “How does food become energy (Problem
#3)?” were targeted. In Phase 3, all the research fields rose above to one primary research field of Food/Gas
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Input/Output: Reactants and Products of Digestion. Finally, this problem moved forward to the future direction
of Metabolism, to explore problems such as “Where does the food turn into energy (Problem #19)?”
Developmental trajectory of collective inquiry and collective knowledge advancement
In Phase 1, students conducted interactive collaboration with other groups. For example, Group 2 took the research
field Food Input and interactively explored other fields. In Phase 2, students first identified seven key problems
of the four research fields from IFM diagrams and posted those problems on KF. For instance, “How do the lung
turn oxygen into carbon dioxide (Problem #4)?” was identified in the Food/Gas Input/Output field. After tackling
those community problems, they proposed new problems. Afterward, students worked in opportunistic groups
joining different members to solve those key problems and propose new questions. In Phase 3, working in
opportunistic groups, members from Group 2 first came to Food Input and Digestive System to explore the
problems of “How do people absorb nutrients (Problem #2)?” “How do people feel food (Problem #8)?” and
“What changes in body temperature after eating food (Problem #9)?” Later, they worked at the cutting edge and
crossed boundaries of food and gas fields, solving Problems #14 to #16, such as “Does burning food cause a
transformation of energy?” Finally, they proposed rising-above problems of Human Input and Output, pointing
to the future direction of Metabolism. With the use of different levels of IFM and scaffolds (e.g., where would
you move next?), students were able to have cross-group fertilization and synthesis for collective knowledge
advancement.

Figure 4. Socio-cognitive community dynamics for progressive knowledge building

RQ3. In what ways did students engage in progressive knowledge building supported
by IFM and opportunistic collaboration?
Using the framework (Table 1), we explored in what ways students worked like scientists, including pursuing
different but related ideas, identifying the current state and future direction of community knowledge, and creating
new knowledge by crossing boundaries supported by IFM and opportunistic collaboration.
How to work like scientists as a community to pursue different but related ideas?
A group-level IFM of Group 2 (generated from KBDeX) is depicted in Figure 5(a), where the red and yellow
circles denote those keywords on KF used and not used by Group 2, respectively.
Among the circles, yellow circles near the red ones represent “idea friends.” The “friendship” among
ideas is analogous to the proximity of scientific ideas in research. As described in Figure 5(a), students in Group
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2, who were responsible for Food Input, first identified “bacteria,” “energy,” and “excrement” as idea friends, and
then moved to Excreta Output for relevant information on KF. Furthermore, they also proposed new connections
under the group-level IFM. For instance, after identifying “bacteria” as an idea friend and proposing a new
keyword of “Escherichia coli,” they made a focus and constructed connections among other idea friends. Notably,
after comparing and combining what they identified from IFM with their knowledge, they drew a flow map
(Figure 5(b)) to visualize their theory of “How bacteria help digestion in intestines, release energy, as well as
absorb nutrients and release useless materials.” These results suggest that students with the support of the grouplevel IFM could identify important gaps to pursue different but related ideas.

Figure 5. Examples of writings and drawings from Group 2 on the prompt sheet of the group-level IFM
How to identify the current state and future direction of community knowledge?
A community-level IFM is presented in Figure 6(a), in which the key problems were identified by the community
and marked by colored circles (except yellow ones that represent potential explanations of the key problems). For
instance, the pink circle “oxygen” presents the key problem “How do the lungs turn oxygen into carbon dioxide
(Problem #4 in Figure 4)?” It can be synthesized by students in opportunistic groups with the surrounding yellow
circles.
Supported by the community-level IFM that shows different problems and gaps, students started
exploring the class community’s key problems. Then, they worked in opportunistic groups to reframe the
collective ideas and propose new questions on the KF. For instance, from the perspective of the transformation of
food/gas inputs to outputs by human organs, an opportunistic group synthesized the questions “How do people
absorb nutrients?” and “How do the lungs turn oxygen into carbon dioxide?” They selected and referenced some
related KF notes from the whole community, proposing a new theory of “Oxygen supports breathing, food
provides energy, and water maintains human health,” and then completing a new KF synthesis note, as shown in
Figure 6(b). These results indicate the process of students identifying the current state and future directions with
the support of the community-level IFM.

Figure 6. Example of an opportunistic group’s conceptualization of the community state
How to create new knowledge by crossing knowledge boundaries?
Figure 7 displays a knowledge building-level IFM, where circles with the same color (except some yellow ones
as they might be bridging ideas for different research fields) refer to the key ideas identified from the same
research field. For instance, the new problem “Does burning food cause a transformation of energy (Problem #14
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in Figure 4)?” is incurred by the connection of the green circle “food” and the pink circle “energy.” The new
problem, “Does burning food release carbon dioxide (Problem #15 in Figure 4)?” comes from the connection of
the green circle “food” and the dark-blue circle “carbon dioxide.”

Figure 7. The knowledge building-level IFM used to visualize idea boundaries
After identifying and exploring the current community’s key problems on Human Input and Output,
students worked in much more in-depth opportunistic groups to conduct sustained inquiries of new research
problems. Here, students c736, c742, and students from other groups as a new opportunistic group are taken as an
example. With the knowledge building-level IFM, this opportunistic group observed the close distance between
“food” and “energy” and then proposed the new problem of “Does burning food cause a transformation of energy?”
They measured the water temperature with a temperature sensor before and after heated by the burning potato
chips (Figure 8(a)). They found that even 0.3 g fried potato chips could boil 5 ml of water, indicating the release
of energy from food burning. Later, they found the close distance from the blue circle “carbon dioxide” in the
research field of Gas Output to the green cycle of “food” in Food Input. Then they proposed a new problem by
crossing the two research fields: “Does burning food release carbon dioxide?” Using the carbon dioxide sensor,
they found that potato chips consume oxygen while releasing carbon dioxide and energy during burning process
(Figure 8(b)). Knowledge building is progressively deepened as problems solved and new ones emerged - students
rose above to the higher research field of reactants and digestion products, eventually proposing the concept of
metabolism and identifying new problems for future direction. Surprisingly, students c736 and c742 came from
Group 9, which was a low-contribution group identified in RQ1. However, results from RQ1 also show their
improved group contribution over time and comparable contribution to the high-contribution group in the final
phase. These findings suggest that with the support of the knowledge building-level IFM and opportunistic
collaboration, young children can engage in progressive knowledge building through crossing boundaries.

Figure 8. Experiments for examining whether food combustion releases energy (a) and carbon dioxide (b)

Conclusion and discussion
This study contributes to the literature of scientific practice and knowledge building - by investigating how young
children were supported by the innovative design of learning analytics representations (IFM) and opportunistic
collaboration to work as a community just like scientists. Results show how elementary-school children engaged
in progressive knowledge building, specifically pursued different but related ideas, identified the current state and
future direction of community knowledge, and created new knowledge by crossing boundaries with the support
of IFM and opportunistic collaboration. This study suggests engaging students in deep social-community
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interaction such as authentic scientific practices, just like researchers involved in intentional scientific
communication. The analogy to scientists’ working practices presented in the framework of IFM (Table 1) will
help educators scale such social configurations for innovative knowledge building. Theoretically, the framework
can be examined for the socio-community dynamics of knowledge emergence. Additionally, it can also guide
students to engage in fixed groups, interactive groups, and opportunistic groups for deepening inquiry into specific
topics gradually. Their knowledge-building process can be sustained through collective inquiry, just like how
researchers work on innovative projects.
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